Using Student Profile for Individualized Growth

Click “Experience the
Student Profile” from the
home page. OR click “MAP
Growth reports” >
“Student Profile”

Once there, select your most recent test session under “Term Rostered”. and
enter the rest of your information, down to the student whose info you’d like to
see.

Select your
subject

I like to start with the “Growth Over Time” line graph (scroll down a bit). look at
growth over time, and give them an idea of how MAP would like to see them end
their year (goal score). Make sure you have the “Linking Study” box checked, to
show their projected proficiency.
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From there I like to scroll up and look at their
score breakdown by topic. This starts the
conversation of HOW we can reach those goals.
For example – “I can see Vocabulary is the area
you scored lowest. Let’s see if we can come up
with some ideas of specific areas to address
weaknesses, and as a result increase your overall
score.”
CLICK THE WEAKEST AREA. This takes you to the
students individualized learning continuum.
Group by: STANDARD
Grade(s): Your current grade level
(OR, your grade level AND all grades below.
This could be beneficial if you have concerns
about students having “holes”.)

This will highlight specific standards that the child can grow in, and gives
concrete ideas of the level of application they are ready for (the bullet points).
From there you can find websites, videos, activities, worksheets, etc. that focus
on this child’s weakness(es) and encourage targeted growth.

Notes: -You do not have to do this with the child by your side if you don’t think they’ll understand. I
liked the conversations that came from looking at their growth over time & learning continuum. Many
times the kids knew those areas were their weaknesses. We talked about how we hadn’t covered
some standards showing up there at the time of our last test session, etc .
-This is a great time to goal set. If you click on the “Growth Goals” you can customize a goal for a
child’s next test session.
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Using MAP to Drive Differentiated Instruction
Click the arrow next to “View
Reports” > “Map Growth
Reports” > “Class Breakdown”
Put in all your basic information (like
you do for “Class Breakdown by RIT”)
but under Report Options, select “by
GOAL” and the subject area you want
to look at
I like to print this report out in its entirety, so I can refer back to it, but for
today’s purpose I’m isolating one topic. Choose one topic you’d like to look at as
well.

Once you have your report in front of you,
(or open in another tab) go back to your
“MAP Growth Reports” and select “Learning
Continuum”

Scroll past “Class View” into “Test View” and
select the test you give, for your content
and grade.
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Click on “Edit Display Options”
and select “Group by
Standard”. Check mark the
grade you teach.

Refer back to your “Class Breakdown by GOAL”, and choose the three
consecutive bands in which the majority of your kids fall, for the selected topic.

Find that same topic on the “Learning Continuum” (ie: Literary Text: Key Ideas and Details)
that you’ve decided to focus on from the “Class Breakdown”. Maybe it’s a standard you’re
about to teach, or just an area you suspect your kids are low in. It could even be a lower
grade if you think they came in low on a specific standard.
Scroll through the numbers on the “Learning Continuum”, and make them the same
numbers the majority of your kids fell into on the “Class Breakdown”.

I can now see exactly the complexity/depth of instruction the majority of my
students are ready for on RL.4.1, (or any other standard I might choose) and by
referring back to the “Class Breakdown”, my small groups for this standard have
been pre made for me.
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